From:
Ananta Kishore Jena, OAS (SAG)
Director-cum-Addl. Secretary to Govt.

To:
In-charge, Kalinga Stadium/JNIS/
GIH, Unit-I & Saheed Nagar

Sub: Clarification regarding reservation of Sports Infrastructure for sports purpose

Ref: This Office Notification No.4244/SYS Dated 2-7-2012

Sir,

In inviting a reference to the above mentioned subject, I am to say that reservation of Kalinga Stadium, Bhubaneswar /JNIS,Cuttack/GIH, Unit-I & Saheed Nagar, Bhubaneswar for “sports purpose” for availing concessional tariff shall be allowed for only professional / competitive sports. Get-together and similar activities over some items of games & sports meant for recreational/entertainment purpose shall not qualify as “sports purpose” and hence shall not be eligible for concessional tariff meant for “sports purpose”. In-charge of the respective sports infrastructure while dealing with the request of different categories of individuals / organizations for reservation of the sports infrastructure for sports purpose shall inquire into this aspect and make necessary recommendation.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Director-cum-Addl. Secretary